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Pillars of Membership

The benefits to individual businesses are apparent, but far more valuable than that is the power of community and the willingness of members to shape the future of KNX in the UK.

Market growth – Membership of the National Group brings far-reaching benefits to each individual member’s business as well as the invaluable opportunity of being part of a larger organisation able to promote the use of KNX to the benefit of future generations in the UK and beyond.

- **Consumer & Specifier Marketing** – Increasing KNX Brand Awareness and specification of KNX enabling visitors to KNX UK to follow listings to our members web presence via KNX UK site
- **Member Marketing** – Professional PR as part of the membership fee for anyone who is willing to provide content elevating your reach
- **CPD’s** – Providing approved presentations enabling you to visit Architects & M&E with authority to gain more projects.
- **Tradeshows** – Presence at industry tradeshows to reinforce the KNX Message
Quality standard – Member Companies are held to high standards of professionalism, providing consumer trust.

- **Onboarding pack to Integrators**, providing everything needed to engage and assist you with producing your first and subsequent projects as you start your KNX journey, from day one. This pack contains technical information, design tools and legal documentation, as well as pricing/estimating calculators.

- **Code of Conduct** – The group feels that this needs to be more vigorously promoted and needs to become a reason for being part of KNX UK – so that anyone who is not a member cannot be recommended or known to be prepared to adhere to the good practices required by the KNX UK CoC.

- **Partnered insurance provider** – discounted premiums, in depth knowledge of coverage required, tailored to automated building systems.

- **Site access card – ECS** – we are currently negotiating ways in which KNX UK Membership could enable non-IEEE Integrators access to site.
Professional Development – Both formally via ongoing training and informal mentorship/advice from more experienced members

- **Networking Events** – Opportunities to meet with other industry professionals including manufacturers and thought leaders
- **Training events** – Enabling members access to developmental trainings/CPD’s and updates from manufacturer/distributor members. Business support sales/marketing
- **Regular Updates** – bringing together industry and manufacturer news keeping you touch in the industry for Members only.
- **Reciprocal membership** – Collaboration with other associations giving access to training and networking opportunities.
Standardisation – This is a long-term goal, that we believe will benefit all who are interested in the longer-term development of KNX technology.

- **Representation at KNX.org** – KNX UK takes an active role in influencing the KNX association giving active members an opportunity to help define the future of KNX.

- **Influence Industry panels/working groups** – We are always looking for opportunities to influence the direction of industry standards and provide support to integrators doing this on their own. This ensures KNX is in the conversation. Noted areas are Assisted living, Multi Dwelling Units and Infrastructure.

- **Support** – To the UK’s fragmented standards authorities in order to provide accurate and concise information on why KNX is a standard and should be accordingly awarded.

- **Reference** – Providing industry with valuable resource and direct contact with the creators of KNX technologies. There are very few protocols which faithfully stick to their straplines.

*Join us to be part of the community that will shape the future of KNX in the UK.*

Email here to get your Membership Application Pack today.